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Abstract
The Inuktitut language, a member of the Inuit-Yupik-Unangan language family, is spoken across Arctic Canada and noted for its
morphological complexity. It is an official language of two territories, Nunavut and the Northwest Territories, and has recognition in
additional regions. This paper describes a newly released sentence-aligned Inuktitut–English corpus based on the proceedings of the
Legislative Assembly of Nunavut, covering sessions from April 1999 to June 2017. With approximately 1.3 million aligned sentence
pairs, this is, to our knowledge, the largest parallel corpus of a polysynthetic language or an Indigenous language of the Americas
released to date. The paper describes the alignment methodology used, the evaluation of the alignments, and preliminary experiments
on statistical and neural machine translation (SMT and NMT) between Inuktitut and English, in both directions.
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1. Introduction
This paper describes the release of version 3.0 of the
Nunavut Hansard Inuktitut–English Parallel Corpus, a
sentence-aligned collection of the proceedings of the Leg-
islative Assembly of Nunavut (Nunavut Maligaliurvia).1
The Nunavut Hansard 3.0 corpus consists of 8,068,977
Inuktitut words and 17,330,271 English words and covers
the proceedings of the 687 debate days from April 1, 1999
to June 8, 2017.
We include an account of several automatic sentence align-
ment techniques examined, along with a summary of exper-
iments in which gold standard sentence alignments created
by Inuktitut–English bilinguals were compared with those
created by our chosen automatic alignment technique. We
also present baseline statistical and neural machine trans-
lation experiments on the corpus, showing the positive ef-
fects of improved alignment and corpus size increase, and
provide a brief discussion of challenges of machine transla-
tion into morphologically complex languages. This corpus
release marks a move away from machine translation “low-
resource” status for this language pair and domain.

2. Background
2.1. Nunavut and Inuktut
Nunavut is a territory of Canada that comprises most of the
Canadian Arctic archipelago. Separated from the North-
west Territories onApril 1, 1999, it is the largest of Canada’s
territories. According to the 2016 census, 65.3% of the
population of Nunavut (of 35,944) had a variety of Inuktut

1The corpus is available at the NRC Digital Repository:
https://doi.org/10.4224/40001819 (CC-BY-4.0 license).

(Inuktitut or Inuinnaqtun) as their first language, and 89.0%
of Inuit in Nunavut could speak Inuktut at a conversational
level or above (Lepage et al., 2019).

Figure 1: The Nunavut territory and its location within
Canada. Map data ©2019 Google, INEGI

Inuktut (not to be confused with Inuktitut, a more spe-
cific term) refers to a group of dialects spoken in Nunavut
that includes Inuktitut and Inuinnaqtun; it and other Inuit
languages form a dialect continuum that stretches from
Alaska to Greenland. The transcription conventions used in
this corpus tend towards North Qikiqtaaluk (Baffin Island)
forms, but as speakers in the Legislative Assembly (as well
as their interpreters and transcribers) have diverse linguis-
tic backgrounds, users of this corpus should not necessarily
take any given word or sentence to be representative of any
particular variety of Inuktitut.
Inuktut is known for having considerable morphological
complexity. Words are typically multi-morphemic, with
roots followed by multiple suffixes/enclitics from an inven-
tory of hundreds of possible elements. Moreover, these el-

https://doi.org/10.4224/40001819
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ements undergo complex (albeit regular) morphophonemic
changes in contact with each other, obscuring the underly-
ing form of many morphemes (Micher, 2017). Here is a
typical example sentence from this corpus:

ᐅᖃᖅᑏ, ᒐᕙᒪᒃᑯᑦ ᐊᐅᓚᔾᔭᐃᒋᐊᓪᓚᑦᑖᕋᓱᒻᒪᑕ
ᐅᖃᐅᓯᖅ ᐆᒻᒪᖅᑎᑕᐅᒃᑲᓐᓂᕋᓱᓪᓗᓂ ᐊᒻᒪᓗ
ᐃᓕᓐᓂᐊᖅᑏᑦ ᐃᓕᓐᓂᐊᖅᑎᑕᐅᓗᑎᒃ.

uqaqtii, gavamakkut aulajjaigiallattaarasummata
uqausiq uummaqtitaukkannirasulluni ammalu
ilinniaqtiit ilinniaqtitaulutik.

Mr. Speaker, this government is taking concrete action
on language revitalization and student outcomes.

This complexity contributes to the scientific interest of this
corpus, raising questions like whether contemporary sub-
word methods in natural language processing (Sennrich et
al., 2015; Kudo and Richardson, 2018, among others) are
sufficient to process one of the world’s most morphologi-
cally complex languages, and if not, how to integrate prior
knowledge of Inuktitut morphology in a robust way. The
work described in this paper can also be viewed in the con-
text of a wide range of language technologies currently be-
ing developed for Indigenous languages spoken in Canada,
as surveyed by Littell et al. (2018).

2.2. Legislative Assembly of Nunavut and
Hansard

The Legislative Assembly of Nunavut conducts business in
both Inuktut and English, with the choice of language in-
fluenced by both Member preference and the topic at hand
(Okalik, 2011), and its proceedings, the Nunavut Hansard,
are published in both Inuktitut and English. “The policy
of Nunavut’s Hansard editors is to provide a verbatim tran-
script with a minimum of editing and without any alteration
of the meaning of a Member’s speech.”2
Prior to approximately 2005–2006,3 the English version of
the Hansard was a transcription of the English speeches
when English was spoken, and a transcription of the live
English interpretation when Inuktitut or Inuinnaqtun was
spoken. The Inuktitut version was a later translation of the
English version; the Inuktitut sentences in these versions
should correspond in meaning to what was said but will not
exactly match the sentences as spoken in the Assembly.
2005–2006 marked a change in the production of the Han-
sard; now both the English and Inuktitut versions are tran-
scriptions of the speeches or their live interpretations into
the respective languages (Riel Gallant, personal communi-
cation, Sept. 6, 2019). Speeches in other varieties of Inuktut
are also interpreted into Inuktitut when they are not mutu-
ally intelligible, and it is these live interpretations that are
transcribed in the Hansard. The Hansard contains paren-
thetical annotations of when interpretation occurs (e.g., “in-
terpretation begins”, “interpretation ends”). When the tran-
scriber considers the interpretation to contain an error (e.g.,
missing information), they will instead translate the original
sentence into the target language.

2assembly.nu.ca/hansard
3We are unable to confirm the exact date at which this change

in production occurred, or whether it happened gradually.

2.3. Prior Releases and Work on Alignment
The first Nunavut Hansard parallel corpus was released
to the research community in 2003 (Martin et al., 2003).
Nunavut Hansard 1.0 (NH 1.0), covered 155 days of pro-
ceedings of the Nunavut Assembly, from April 1, 1999 to
November 1, 2002; it comprised 3,432,212 English tokens
and 1,586,423 Inuktitut tokens. Sentence alignment was
carried out by a modified version of the Gale and Church
(1993) algorithm. An improved release, NH 1.1, was one of
three corpora used as experimental data for a 2005 shared
task on word alignment for languages with scarce resources
(Martin et al., 2005).
Version 2.0 of the corpus (NH 2.0) was released in January
2008. It covered the proceedings of the Nunavut Assembly
through November 8, 2007 (excluding 2003). NH 2.0 con-
tained 5,589,323 English words and and 2,651,414 Inuktitut
words. Sentence alignment was carried out with Moore’s
aligner (Moore, 2002).4
For this work, we use our in-house sentence aligner, based
on Moore (2002) with some enhancements. Like Braune
and Fraser (2010) and most sentence aligners, we allow 1–
many alignments, and like Yu et al. (2012) we use a multi-
pass approach to refine alignments.
A recent approach to sentence alignment (Thompson and
Koehn, 2019) is reported to significantly improve align-
ment quality by incorporating bilingual word embeddings
trained on large pre-existing parallel corpora. We experi-
mented with this approach as well (see §3.3.).

3. Alignment of the Nunavut Hansard
Inuktitut–English Parallel Corpus 3.0

TheNunavut Hansard Inuktitut–English Parallel Corpus 3.0
(NH 3.0) consists of 17,330,271 English words in 1,452,347
sentences, and 8,068,977 Inuktitut words in 1,450,094 sen-
tences, yielding approximately 1.3 million aligned sentence
pairs.5 It covers the proceedings through June 8, 2017.

3.1. Text Extraction from Word Documents
We received the corpus as a collection of Word docu-
ments graciously provided by the Legislative Assembly of
Nunavut, from which we then extracted the text.
The Inuktitut transcriptions of sessions 1–5 of the 1st As-
sembly are encoded in the ProSyl/Tunngavik font over Ro-
man characters. While such fonts enabled the use of syllab-
ics (as well as IPA and other symbols) prior to their inclu-
sion in character sets like Unicode, they make text extrac-
tion more difficult today. Applying standard text extraction
tools to these fonts will produce jumbled sequences of let-
ters, digits, and punctuation rather than syllabic characters.
For example, “Legislative Assembly of Nunavut” in Inuk-
titut would be extracted as “kNK5 moZos3=x” instead of
“ᓄᓇᕗᑦ ᒪᓕᒐᓕᐅᕐᕕᖓ” (or, in transliteration, “nunavut

4NH 1.0/1.1 and NH 2.0 were preprocessed and sentence-
aligned by a team at the National Research Council of Canada
(NRC). Subsequently, a member of that team, Benoît Farley, set up
a site from which these corpora and other resources can be down-
loaded: www.inuktitutcomputing.ca.

5Sentences may get merged during the alignment process when
translation is not done in linear, one-to-one correspondence.

assembly.nu.ca/hansard
www.inuktitutcomputing.ca
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maligaliurvinga”). For this corpus, which contains some
contents in English on the Inuktitut side (written in standard
fonts, which should therefore not be converted), conversion
could not be done as a simple post-extraction step. Lossy
heuristics or language/character identification would be re-
quired to recover information that was explicitly encoded in
the Word documents via the font information.
For those Inuktitut documents, the text was extracted us-
ing the IUTools toolkit from Inuktitut Computing, which
iterates over all the text strings in the Word document with
an API that provides the font information for each string.
When the font for a given piece of text was labelled as Pro-
Syl, the text was converted according to the Tunngavik font
tables,6 with some heuristics to correct errors.7 The output
is plain text in UTF-8 with one paragraph per line.
For the other sessions and for all English documents, we
used AlignFactory8 (AF) to extract the collection of para-
graphs out of the Word documents.9 There are many open-
source tools that can do the same task with similar results,
but we find this commercial tool reliable and easy to use.
AF creates a TMX file from which we extract the text to
plain text files in UTF-8 with one paragraph per line.
Segmentation of the paragraphs in both languages into sen-
tences was done using the Portage (Larkin et al., 2010) sen-
tence splitter, which is part of the Portage tokenizer.
To remove parts of the corpus that were clearly not paral-
lel, we searched for outliers using various heuristics: docu-
ments with unusually large or small paragraph or text length
ratios between the languages; with similar imbalances in
the appendices; or where a first pass of the baseline align-
ment methodology (see §3.3.) had unusually low alignment
probability. These outliers were visually inspected and non-
parallel text was manually removed. Examples of prob-
lems found include: an appendix occurring only in one lan-
guage; an appendix occurring as text in one language but
as scanned images from which we cannot extract text in
the other; the list of Members of the Legislative Assem-
bly (MLAs) being in a different order between the two lan-
guages or in a different place in the documents. We also
performed automated cleanup to remove error and logging
messages from the text extraction software. Finally, we
standardized some UTF-8 space, hyphen, and punctuation
characters to produce cleaner plain text files.
The syllabic characters are not normalized in any way; they
are left as found in the original documents or as converted

6Syllabic characters in the Word documents were marked as
being in the ProSyl font, but were in fact in the Tunngavik font, an
extension of ProSyl.

7For example, the dot representing long vowels is sometimes
present multiple times in the text (which is invisible in print: the
ProSyl/Tunngavik dots were non-advancing characters, so multi-
ple super-imposed dots appeared as one dot), and it is not always
in the right position. In Unicode, there is only one possible dot for
each syllabic character, so any sequence of dots associated with a
character was normalized to the correct dot for that character.

8terminotix.com/index.asp?content=item&item=4
9Although AF is also designed for alignment, we do not use

it in our experiments because its alignment algorithm relies on
assumptions that do not generalize well to Inuktitut–English text
alignment. However, it extracts the text well.

Paragraphs Sentences
Date EN IU EN IU

1999-04-01 489 420 747 706
2001-02-21 528 540 1,134 1,144
2002-10-29 566 572 1,074 1,078
2006-11-23 1,019 1,030 2,259 2,161
2013-03-13 1,640 1,741 3,729 3,399
2016-10-24 1,480 1,524 3,148 3,279

Table 1: Size of each gold standard debate day. Across the
whole corpus, each debate day averaged about a thousand
paragraphs and two thousand sentences in each language.

from the ProSyl/Tunngavik font. We note that the data con-
tains some syllabic characters from other Canadian Indige-
nous languages, which are not part of the Inuktitut alphabet;
we do not attempt to modify or remap these. We do not per-
form any orthographic normalization or spell checking (on
either the English or Inuktitut side of the corpus). The intent
is to maintain the parallel parts of the corpus as close to its
original published version as possible. In §4.2. we discuss
some potential ways of handling unexpected characters in
the text for machine translation experiments.

3.2. Gold Standard and Evaluation Methodology
The goal of this work is to produce a well-aligned corpus. In
order to measure how well we are able to align the corpus,
we compare our various alignment methods (described in
§3.3.) using gold-standard alignments on a subset of the
corpus (six debate days).
Martin et al. (2003) used three debate days to evaluate NH
1.0. While we were unable to obtain the original gold stan-
dard they used, we selected their three evaluation debate
days (1999-04-01, 2001-02-21, and 2002-10-29) as half of
the six we used to create a new gold standard. To these, we
added three days spread roughly evenly over the new parts
of the corpus, one per Assembly since the first: 2006-11-
23, 2013-03-13, and 2016-10-24. This gave us a total of
approximately 12,000 sentences of text to manually align.
Table 1 shows the sizes of each of the debate days contained
in the gold-standard alignment set.
To produce the gold-standard alignments, we hired two
Inuktitut language experts (both first-language speakers)
through the Pirurvik Centre.10 The annotators were asked
to work in InterText Editor11 to produce the sentence align-
ments from pre-segmented text: we provided the sequence
of sentences and they produced the alignments. To avoid
biasing the annotators, we did not run any automated pre-
alignment (as InterText normally recommends doing).
To evaluate the reliability of the gold standard, we follow
Li et al. (2010) and compute the inter-annotator agree-
ment (IAA) on the alignments using F-score over mutual
precision and recall, which is mathematically equivalent
to 2∗|G1∩G2|

|G1|+|G2| , considering one annotator’s set of alignment
links (G1) as the reference and the other (G2) as the mea-
sured, or vice versa. The overall IAA is 93.1%. The first
row in table 2 shows IAA by debate day and overall. Some

10www.pirurvik.ca
11wanthalf.saga.cz/intertext

https://terminotix.com/index.asp?content=item&item=4
www.pirurvik.ca
wanthalf.saga.cz/intertext
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Annotation set 1999-04-01 2001-02-21 2002-10-29 2006-11-23 2013-03-13 2016-10-24 Overall
Independent 93.2 95.2 98.0 89.7 92.5 93.9 93.1
Consensus-corrected 96.4 97.9 100.0 97.1 97.5 98.5 97.9

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement (%) on the gold standard sentence alignments by debate day and overall, calculated on
the original independent annotations and on the consensus-corrected ones

debate days are clearly more difficult to align than others,
and that is also reflected in the alignment results (§3.4.).
In order to produce a high quality gold standard, we asked
the annotators to review differences between their align-
ments, categorizing those differences as one of the follow-
ing types: both reasonable; one correct; the other correct;
both need fixing. There were 483 blocks of alignments in
the consensus surveys, involving a total of 1160 Inuktitut
sentences and 1343 English ones. 18% of the blocks were
marked as both reasonable, 74% as having only one cor-
rect annotation, and 8% as both incorrect. We also provided
a free text box for additional comments and clarifications.
Using this box, 41% of survey blocks were flagged as hav-
ing incomplete or incorrect translations. This reflects the
fact that the corpus is not strictly parallel; some text is not
fully translated, some is reordered in translation, and ver-
bose prose is sometimes summarized.
We created the consensus-corrected gold-standard anno-
tations by correcting the independent annotations only in
those cases where the consensus answer was that only one
annotation was correct, leaving both-acceptable and both-
need-fixing cases unchanged. The second row in Table 2
shows consensus-corrected IAA, which is not 100% be-
cause of the cases where consensus did not yield a single
correct alignment.
The consensus-corrected gold standard annotations are used
in all evaluation results reported below. Both the indepen-
dent annotations and the consensus-corrected ones are dis-
tributed with the corpus, to support future work on improv-
ing the alignment of this corpus.
To evaluate the quality of the automated alignment of the
corpus, we follow Och and Ney (2003) and calculate the
alignment error rate (AER) of the predicted alignment (A).
AER is a measure based on the F-score, calculating recall
over Sure links (GS ≡ {G1 ∩ G2}, i.e., the set of agreed
links among the two consensus-corrected annotation sets)
and precision over Possible links (GP ≡ {G1∪G2}, i.e., the
set of all collected links from the two consensus-corrected
annotation sets): AER = 1− |A∩GS |+|A∩GP |

|A|+|GS | .

3.3. Alignment Experiments
We perform alignment experiments comparing several
alignment approaches and different whole-word, subword,
and morphological vocabularies. The results are discussed
in §3.4., and presented in Table 3.
Our baseline approach is a 4-pass alignment methodology,
using ssal, a reimplementation ofMoore (2002) used in the
Portage machine translation system (Larkin et al., 2010).
Unlike Moore (2002), we use a 4-pass rather than 2-pass
approach, as follows:

1. align paragraphs using dynamic programming over
paragraph lengths, based on Gale and Church (1993),

2. align sentences within each aligned paragraph pair us-
ing sentence lengths,

3. train an IBM-HMMmodel (Och and Ney, 2003) on the
output of 2. and use it to re-align paragraphs, as Moore
(2002) does,

4. align sentences within aligned paragraphs using the
IBM model again.

This 4-pass approach is an extension of the 3-pass approach
implemented in ssal by Foster (2010). ssal optimizes the
dynamic programming search by starting in a narrow diag-
onal and widening the search only as necessary, and allows
0–1, 1–1, 1–many andmany–many alignments, with a max-
imum of 3 units on either side of an aligned pair.
In past work on sentence alignment, we have found that
first aligning paragraphs and then aligning sentences within
paragraphs outperforms approaches that align sentences
without paying attention to paragraph boundaries. To
demonstrate the strength of this 4-pass approach, we also
present results on 1-pass and 2-pass approaches. We report
on the following experiments (all done using ssal):

• Gale+Church 1 pass: only length-based alignment
over sequences of sentences with no concept of para-
graph boundaries.

• Gale+Church 2 pass: steps 1 and 2 of the 4-pass
methodology described above.

• Moore-style 2 pass: length-based and then IBM-
HMM models, over sequences of sentences with no
concept of paragraphs.

In our 4-pass baseline and the 1- and 2-pass ablation ex-
periments, the corpus is only tokenized on punctuation, us-
ing the Portage tokenizer, but words are kept whole. For
English, this generally works well. For polysynthetic lan-
guages like Inuktitut, with high type-token ratios, data spar-
sity presents a major challenge for statistical models. In or-
der to experiment with ways of overcoming data sparsity for
alignment, we perform experiments on subword and mor-
phological segmentations of the text.
The morphological experiments (Morpho surface and
Morpho deep) use morphological segmentation, replacing
Inuktitut words with either sequences of surface forms (sim-
plemorphological word segmentation) or sequences of deep
forms (segmentation with substitution). The morphological
analysis was done on romanized words using Uqailaut (Far-
ley, 2009). Words that had no analysis from the Uqailaut
analyzer were subsequently processed with the neural ana-
lyzer described byMicher (2017) andMicher (2018). While
the Uqailaut analyzer produced multiple analyses per word,
only the first analysis was used in these experiments. Fur-
thermore, as the neural analyzer only produces a 1-best
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analysis for each word, each word in the full corpus has a
single, 1-best analysis.12 We follow the same 4-pass align-
ment methodology as in the baseline, but train and apply the
IBM-HMM model on sequences of surface or deep forms
instead of words.
The morphological segmentation experiments rely on the
existence of a morphological analyzer, a tool that is not
available for all languages. To demonstrate that simple
heuristics can also perform well in the absence of morpho-
logical analysis tools, we performed experiments using the
Prefix of each word as a stand-in for more complicated
lemmatization (Simard et al., 1992; Och, 2005; Nicholson
et al., 2012). As a polysynthetic language, Inuktitut has
many very-low frequency words, and even English words
have some morphology which a stemmer could normal-
ize. Since syllabic characters represent whole syllables, we
chose a prefix of three characters to approximate the stem of
an Inuktitut word and we use a five letter prefix for English
words. We follow the same alignment methodology as in
the baseline, but train and apply the IBM-HMM model on
sequences of prefixes instead of words.
Byte-pair encoding (BPE) is another approach to word seg-
mentation that does not rely on existing language-specific
tools (Sennrich et al., 2015). BPE is a compression al-
gorithm often used in neural machine translation to build
fixed-size vocabularies that nevertheless allow for all words
(within a given character set) to be represented as sequences
of subword units from the vocabulary. This simple method
has the disadvantage that it can break words into semanti-
cally meaningless substrings, but it has the advantage that it
only keeps themost frequent sequences of characters, which
plays well with statistical models like the IBM ones. We
used subword-nmt (Sennrich et al., 2015) to train and apply
the BPE models. We tried several vocabulary sizes, as well
as joint and disjoint training. In the results below, we report
only our first experiment, BPE baseline (30k joint), and
the one with the best results BPE best (10k joint). We tried
additional settings that we do not report: all have scores be-
tween the two reported here.13
We can also combine the linguistically informed morpho-
logical analysis with automatic methods like BPE, as we do
in our Morpho deep + BPE experiment. The morpholog-
ical segmentation with substitution of deep forms has the
advantage of grouping together different surface forms of
the same underlying morphemes for the statistical model,
while BPE has the advantage of treating high frequency se-
quences of characters as units while breaking up lower fre-
quency ones. We combine the two as follows: run morpho-
logical segmentation, replace the surface form by the deep
form for each morpheme found, and glue the sequence of
deep forms back together into pseudo-words; train and run
BPE (10k joint) on those pseudo-words; use the results as
in the other experiments in the IBM-HMM models.

12Analyzed forms are available at www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/
project/llab/www/

13In an ideal world, we would have wanted a dev set to tune the
BPE meta-parameters, but the desired output of this work is the
best corpus possible and we only have a small amount of manually
annotated data, so we simply retain the BPE settings that yield the
best results over our gold standard.

Shortly before submission, Vecalign (Thompson and
Koehn, 2019) reported a new state of the art in align-
ment, using on high-quality pre-trained bilingual word vec-
tors (“bivectors”). Since pretrained bivectors for Inuktitut–
English do not exist, to the best of our knowledge, we use
bivec (Luong et al., 2015) to train bivectors on our best
system output (BPE 10k joint), and then use the results
to realign the whole corpus with vecalign.14 The embed-
dings, of dimension 1024, are trained for 5 iterations using
skip-gram, a maximum skip length between words of 11,
10 negative samples, a hierarchical softmax, and without
discarding any words based on frequency counts. We cre-
ate Vecalign overlaps using overlaps.py and an overlap
window of 15 for the source and the target separately. Us-
ing bivec’s word embeddings, we average the word em-
beddings for each sentence in the overlap sets to produce
their sentence embedding. We then align a pair of files with
Vecalign using a maximum alignment size of 15, the over-
laps, and the sentence embeddings of the overlaps.

3.4. Evaluation Results
Table 3 shows the results over our six gold standard sets for
each of the methodologies, as well as overall. The overall
AER is not the average of the six, but AER calculated on
the concatenation of the six documents.
It should be noted that the alignment difficulty of each day
in the gold standard varies considerably, in a way that in-
versely correlates with the IAA on each day, due largely to
content that is not fully matching in both languages.
It is clear from the results that morphological (or pseudo-
morphological) segmentation gives considerable improve-
ments over the whole-word baseline; this is unsurprising
given the morphological complexity of Inuktitut.
Automatic methods—even the relatively naïve method of
reducingwords to their firstN characters—performed com-
parably with more principled methods of morphological
analysis; overall, a simple BPE segmentation with a small
vocabulary (10k joint) performed best, though only slightly
better than other methods. We still consider true morpho-
logical methods to be promising avenues of future work:
there are still many improvements that can be made in
Inuktitut morphological analysis, whereas what we see here
might be the ceiling of BPE-based approaches.
The Vecalign method performs relatively poorly, likely due
to the absence of a large, independent corpus with which
to pre-train Inuktitut–English word vectors. Like morpho-
logical methods, we still believe this to be a promising ap-
proach, as there are many ways to train bilingual word vec-
tors (Ruder et al., 2019) that could lead to improvements.

3.5. Comparison with NH 1.0
In order to quantify the improvement of the alignments that
NH 3.0 brings over the original NH 1.0 corpus, we com-
pared AER scores on the three gold standard files that were
included in both versions of the corpus. We do not have ac-
cess to the original gold standard from NH 1.0, but we can

14We tried several other settings for Vecalign, but report only
the one that performed best.

www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/llab/www/
www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/llab/www/
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Method 1999-04-01 2001-02-21 2002-10-29 2006-11-23 2013-03-13 2016-10-24 Overall
Gale+Church 1 pass 26.0 10.4 2.8 25.4 19.7 22.4 19.6
Gale+Church 2 pass 28.8 7.0 3.9 14.4 13.6 11.8 12.7
Moore-style 2 pass 18.1 6.4 1.4 18.1 13.7 15.5 13.6
Baseline (4 pass) 20.7 5.1 2.8 11.8 10.7 10.4 10.2
Morpho surface 16.4 3.4 1.4 9.2 8.1 8.2 7.8
Morpho deep 11.7 2.9 1.3 8.1 7.4 7.6 6.9
Prefix 12.6 3.0 1.4 8.8 7.5 7.9 7.3
BPE baseline (30k joint) 16.2 3.5 1.2 8.9 7.6 8.2 7.6
BPE best (10k joint) 13.8 3.5 1.2 7.3 6.7 7.2 6.6
Morpho deep + BPE 13.5 3.7 1.0 7.5 7.4 7.4 6.9
vecalign 14.5 6.7 5.1 11.4 11.1 11.4 10.5

Table 3: Alignment error rates (%) for each gold standard debate day, and overall, for each alignment methodology

Method 1999-04-01 2001-02-21 2002-10-29 Overall
NH 1.0 16.0 11.5 7.2 11.0
NH 3.0 baseline 17.5 5.2 2.9 7.3
NH 3.0 best (BPE 10k) 10.0 3.4 1.3 4.2

Table 4: Alignment error rates (%) on the subset of sentences in both NH 1.0 and NH 3.0

use our new gold standard. Unfortunately, the text extrac-
tion was not done in the same way for both versions.15
In order to make NH 1.0 and NH 3.0 comparable despite
the differences in text extraction, we extracted the subset of
sentences that occur in both NH 1.0 and NH 3.0 and cal-
culated the AERs for the three relevant gold standard files
over that subset of each document.
We see in Table 4 that our new version of the corpus not
only adds a large amount of new text to the corpus, but also
significantly improves the quality of the alignments, with
the AER reduced from 11.0% to 4.2%.

4. Machine Translation
To illustrate the value of this corpus in machine translation,
and the quality improvements that the much larger corpus
and improved alignment make possible, we offer baseline
results using statistical (SMT) and neural (NMT) machine
translation systems. We describe the data splits (§4.1.) and
preprocessing (§4.2.), our SMT and NMT setups (§4.3.),
and baseline MT results (§4.4.) with a brief discussion of
some challenges of English–Inuktitut MT and evaluation.

4.1. Training, Development, and Evaluation
Splits

For development and evaluation, we release a development
set (dev) a development-test set (devtest) and a held-out
test set (test) constituted of the most recent material in the
corpus, keeping everything else in the training set (train).
These sets respect document boundaries, with dev contain-
ing 2017-03-14, 2017-05-30 and 2017-05-31, devtest con-
taining 2017-06-01, 2017-06-02 and 2017-06-05, and test

15Cursory visual inspection suggests that the text is better ex-
tracted in NH 3.0, but we did not attempt to quantify that. One
obvious example is that in NH 1.0, some paragraph boundaries,
e.g., in some bullet points or table cells, were lost without even a
space, resulting in the concatenation of separate actual words into
apparently very long Inuktitut words.

containing 2017-06-06, 2017-06-07 and 2017-06-08. We
release both a full version of these sets, which could be
used for the evaluation of document-level machine trans-
lation, and a deduplicated version. As a parliamentary cor-
pus, the Hansard contains extremely high levels of repeti-
tion, which could reward simple memorization of the train-
ing corpus. In order to avoid this, our machine translation
experiments described below report scores on the dedupli-
cated version of the evaluation splits. The deduplication
was performed as follows: for each debate day in dev, dev-
test, and test, any pair of English–Inuktitut sentences that
had appeared (exact match) at any earlier date in the cor-
pus was removed. The deduplicated debate days contain on
average 44% fewer sentence pairs than the full debate days.

4.2. Preprocessing
We used consistent preprocessing across all of our machine
translation experiments, to allow for as accurate compar-
isons as possible. We release these preprocessing scripts
with the corpus for the purpose of replicability.
We first convert Inuktitut data in syllabics to romanized
form (as prior MT work like Micher (2018) has done) using
uniconv.16 To repair output errors (e.g., of accented French
language characters appearing in the Inuktitut data) we then
passed the Inuktitut side of the data through iconv. There
remained several characters that were not handled correctly
(certain punctuation and additional syllabics); these were
identified and then corrected with an additional preprocess-
ing script.17 Word-internal apostrophes were treated as non-
breaking characters on the Inuktitut side of the data (and
thus not tokenized).

16uniconv is distributed with Yudit: www.yudit.org
17Note that this romanization pipeline does not fully conform

to all spelling and romanization conventions described in the
Nunavut Utilities plugins for Microsoft Word (www.gov.nu.ca/
culture-and-heritage/information/computer-tools);
we use the pipeline described here solely for MT experiments.

www.yudit.org
www.gov.nu.ca/culture-and-heritage/information/computer-tools
www.gov.nu.ca/culture-and-heritage/information/computer-tools
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Following conversion to romanized script, we ran identi-
cal preprocessing with English defaults on both the Inuk-
titut and English sides of the corpus using Moses (Koehn
et al., 2007) scripts: punctuation normalization, tokeniza-
tion (with aggressive hyphen splitting), cleaned the training
corpus (sentence length ratio 15, minimum sentence length
1, maximum 200), trained a truecaser on the training data
and then applied it to all data. We trained byte-pair encod-
ing models on the training data using subword-nmt,18 with
disjoint vocabularies ranging from 500 to 60,000 opera-
tions, which were then applied to all data. Future work may
wish to consider promising morphologically informed ap-
proaches to segmentation for machine translation or align-
ment (Ataman et al., 2017; Ataman and Federico, 2018;
Micher, 2018; Toral et al., 2019).

4.3. Baseline Experiments
We present baseline NMT and SMT results, over several
versions of the data, in the hopes of encouraging future work
on English–Inuktitut machine translation using this corpus.
BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) are computedwith low-
ercase, v13a tokenization, using sacrebleu (Post, 2018).
It should be emphasized that these scores are as high as they
are in large part due to the formulaic and self-similar nature
of the parliamentary genre, and should not be taken as rep-
resentative of general-domain MT performance.

4.3.1. Neural Machine Translation
Our baseline neural machine translation system uses the
Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) imple-
mented in Sockeye and following similar parameter settings
to those described in Hieber et al. (2017): a 6-layer encoder,
6-layer decoder, a model dimension of 512 and 2048 hid-
den units in the feed-forward networks. As our byte-pair
vocabularies were disjoint, we did not use weight-tying.
The network was optimized using Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015), with an initial learning rate of 10−4, decreasing by a
factor of 0.7 each time the development set BLEU did not
improve for 8,000 updates, and stopping early when BLEU
did not improve for 32,000 updates.
We experimented with BPE vocabularies with 0.5, 1, 2, 5,
10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 60 thousand merges. The maxi-
mum sentence length was set to 200, allowing us to com-
pare the vocabularies without filtering out large numbers
of training lines for the smaller vocabulary experiments.
On the basis of BLEU and chrF (Popović, 2015) results on
dev and devtest, we selected 2,000 merges for all reported
English–Inuktitut NMT experiments, and 5,000 merges for
Inuktitut–English NMT experiments. Translating into En-
glish, 5,000 merges produced the best results (or tied for
best) on both metrics. Into Inuktitut, 2,000 merges tied for
the best result in terms of BLEU and chrF on dev and had
the best BLEU and second-best chrF on devtest, with very
close performance to systems ranging from 500 to 10,000
merges. These results by BPE merges are in line with the
low-resource Transformer results described by Ding et al.
(2019), though NH 3.0 falls between their low-resource and
high-resource settings.

18github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt

4.3.2. Statistical Machine Translation
We trained our statistical machine translation system us-
ing Portage (Larkin et al., 2010), a conventional log-linear
phrase-based SMT system. The translation model uses
IBM4 word alignments (Brown et al., 1993) with grow-
diag-final-and phrase extraction heuristics (Koehn et al.,
2003). A 5-gram language model was trained on the
target-side of the corpus using SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) with
Kneser–Ney interpolated smoothing, modified when possi-
ble. The SMT system also includes a hierarchical distortion
model with a maximum phrase length of 7 words, a sparse
feature model consisting of the standard sparse features pro-
posed by Hopkins and May (2011) and sparse hierarchical
distortion model features proposed by Cherry (2013), and a
neural network joint model (NNJM), with 3 words of target
context and 11 words of source context, effectively a 15-
gram language model (Vaswani et al., 2013; Devlin et al.,
2014). The parameters of the log-linear model were tuned
by optimizing BLEU on the development set using the batch
variant of the margin infused relaxed algorithm (MIRA) by
Cherry and Foster (2012). Decoding uses the cube-pruning
algorithm of Huang and Chiang (2007) with a 7-word dis-
tortion limit. We report the average results from five tuning
runs with different random seeds.
We ran SMT experiments with the same BPE vocabularies
as used in NMT. On the basis of BLEU and chrF results on
dev and devtest for NH 3.0, we selected 30,000 merges for
all reported English–Inuktitut SMT experiments, and 5,000
merges for Inuktitut–English SMT experiments.

4.4. Results and Evaluation
We experiment with variations on the corpus to understand
the effects of data size, recency, and alignment quality on
machine translation output. In keeping with prior work,
most of our results are on romanized (transliterated) Inuk-
titut, but we also present results on Inuktitut syllabics (NH
3.0 syllabics). In all cases, as shown in Table 5, we report
results on the same dev/devtest/test splits. The NH 3.0 cor-
pus is the full corpus, as aligned with the best alignment
(BPE best 10k). Our best translation results, in both direc-
tions, occur with this dataset.
To measure the impact of alignment quality, we also exam-
ine NH 3.0 beta, the version of the corpus aligned with the
baseline 4-pass alignment. We find that improved align-
ment generally improves translation quality as evaluated by
automatic metrics. Switching from the Baseline (4-pass)
alignment to the BPE best (10k joint) alignment, with an
overall alignment error rate drop from 10.2% to 6.6%, re-
sults in BLEU score improvements between 0.3 and 0.4
(into English) and between 0 and 0.3 (into Inuktitut) for
NMT, with no clear improvement for SMT, which is less
sensitive to alignment noise than NMT (Khayrallah and
Koehn, 2018).
While we would have liked to compare directly to the
1.0/1.1 and 2.0 versions of the corpus, they were romanized
differently than our current corpus, so fair comparison is
not possible. In order to examine the effect of the growth of
the corpus, we selected subsets of the NH 3.0 training cor-
pus, starting from the beginning of that corpus, that matched
the size in tokenized English-side tokens of the 1.1 and 2.0

https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt
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Inuktitut→English English→Inuktitut
BLEU BLEU YiSi-0

Training Data/Model Dev. Dev.-test Test Dev. Dev.-test Test Dev. Dev.-test Test
NH 1.1 (older) SMT 22.1 16.8 17.9 14.4 9.5 11.3 47.4 42.4 44.1
NH 1.1 (older) NMT 21.3 16.7 18.6 10.2 7.7 8.7 45.1 41.0 42.5
NH 1.1 (recent) SMT 31.9 24.9 26.0 21.6 14.4 16.5 53.1 47.7 49.1
NH 1.1 (recent) NMT 35.7 26.6 29.1 23.8 17.5 19.1 52.1 47.4 48.2
NH 2.0 (older) SMT 22.7 17.4 18.5 14.9 9.8 11.9 48.6 43.5 45.2
NH 2.0 (older) NMT 25.7 19.3 21.6 11.7 7.7 9.6 47.1 42.5 44.1
NH 2.0 (recent) SMT 32.7 25.3 27.1 22.8 15.3 17.5 53.7 48.6 49.9
NH 2.0 (recent) NMT 38.0 28.3 31.8 24.3 18.0 19.8 53.7 49.0 49.8
NH 3.0 beta SMT 33.4 25.7 27.4 23.6 16.0 18.4 54.1 48.6 50.4
NH 3.0 beta NMT 41.1 31.3 34.6 24.7 18.4 20.3 55.2 50.2 51.7
NH 3.0 SMT 33.5 25.9 27.6 23.2 15.8 18.0 54.4 48.8 50.4
NH 3.0 NMT 41.4 31.6 35.0 25.0 18.5 20.3 55.6 50.6 51.8
NH 3.0 syllabics SMT 34.1 26.0 27.8 22.9 15.4 17.4 54.1 48.7 50.3
NH 3.0 syllabics NMT 41.4 31.4 35.0 24.2 17.9 19.3 55.6 50.6 51.9

Table 5: Machine translation baseline experiment results reported in terms of lowercaseword BLEU score for both directions
and cased YiSi-0 score for into Inuktitut. Note that scores for the syllabics experiments into Inuktitut should not be compared
directly to romanized results, as the test set preprocessing differs; the best scores for syllabics are italicized.

corpora; we call these NH 1.1 (older) and NH 2.0 (older),
respectively. As we would expect, for both NMT and SMT,
the increase in data size improves translation quality in both
translation directions. SMT only outperforms NMT on the
NH 1.1 corpus size (approximately 4 million English to-
kens), while the NMT systems outperform SMT on the NH
2.0 size (approximately 6.7 million English tokens).19
The size comparison is not entirely fair on its own: it con-
flates data size and recency. To examine recency effects,
we also selected subsets from the end of the NH 3.0 train-
ing corpus that matched the corresponding “(older)” sub-
sets in size; we denote these “(recent)” in the table. For
both NMT and SMT, we observe large (often 10+ BLEU)
recency effects, with more recent data performing better.
BLEU has long been criticized for not correlating well
enough with human judgments on translation quality
(Koehn and Monz, 2006; Ma et al., 2019). This problem is
more apparent when evaluating translation into morpholog-
ically complex languages because BLEU does not account
for morphological and lexical variation between the refer-
ence and the MT output. Minor differences in morpheme
choice are scored as badly as mistranslating a whole word.
Thus, in addition to BLEU, we have evaluated the MT sys-
tems into Inuktitut using YiSi-0 (Lo, 2019), a word-level
metric that incorporates character-level information, which
has been shown to correlate better with human judgment
than BLEU on translation quality into agglutinative lan-
guages, such as Finnish and Turkish, at both sentence level
and document level (Ma et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2019). In
general, the YiSi-0 results follow the same trends as BLEU:
(1) better aligned training data improves translation qual-
ity; (2) larger training data improves translation quality; and
(3) more recent training data improves translation quality.

19For NMT, we use the settings found to be optimal for NH 3.0
throughout our remaining experiments; this may be suboptimal, as
noted in Sennrich and Zhang (2019), but we still would not expect
the smaller corpora to outperform the larger in this scenario.

However, as we do not yet have human judgments on MT
into Inuktitut, we urge caution in the interpretation of any
automatic metric.

5. Conclusion
The main contribution of the work described in this pa-
per is the release of a corpus of approximately 1.3 mil-
lion aligned Inuktitut–English sentence pairs drawn from
the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly of Nunavut.
Care was taken to ensure that the sentence alignment was
as accurate as possible: the performance of different sen-
tence alignment algorithms was compared to gold standard
manual alignments performed by two experts fluent in Inuk-
titut and English. The aligned corpus generated by the best-
performing algorithm is the one being released: NH 3.0.
This corpus was used to carry out baseline SMT and NMT
experiments, in which we observed general improvements
based on increased data size, and improvements for NMT
based on improved alignment quality.
This is, to our knowledge, the largest parallel corpus of a
polysynthetic language ever released. We hope this corpus
and paper will help spark interest in research on MT from
and to polysynthetic languages, and help to answer many
questions of scientific and practical interest.
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